A low -tem perature m ic ro -th erm o stat is described, su itab le for single-crystal X -ra y w ork. T herm al expansions o f K H 2P 0 4 (and in less d etail of K H 2A s0 4) h av e been m easured b y X -ra y m ethods from room tem p e ra tu re s dow n to a b o u t 80° K . B o th these cry stals differ from some previously in v estig ated organic com pounds w ith sh o rt hydrogen bonds, in th a t m ax im u m th e rm a l c o n tractio n on cooling occurs along th e c axis, w hich is ap p ro x im ately p erp en d icu lar to th e planes co n tain in g th e hyd ro g en b onds in these tw o crystals. T his axis becom es electrically polarized below a th e rm a l 'tra n sitio n p o in t'.
( Communicated by Sir Henry D [ P la te 12] A low -tem perature m ic ro -th erm o stat is described, su itab le for single-crystal X -ra y w ork. T herm al expansions o f K H 2P 0 4 (and in less d etail of K H 2A s0 4) h av e been m easured b y X -ra y m ethods from room tem p e ra tu re s dow n to a b o u t 80° K . B o th these cry stals differ from some previously in v estig ated organic com pounds w ith sh o rt hydrogen bonds, in th a t m ax im u m th e rm a l c o n tractio n on cooling occurs along th e c axis, w hich is ap p ro x im ately p erp en d icu lar to th e planes co n tain in g th e hyd ro g en b onds in these tw o crystals. T his axis becom es electrically polarized below a th e rm a l 'tra n sitio n p o in t'.
R em arkable effects are observed in th e neighbourhood of th e tra n sitio n p o in t, sim ilar to those previously described for Rochelle salt. W hen th e te tra g o n a l single cry stals are cooled below th e respective Curie p o in ts (123° K for K H 2P 0 4 a n d 96° K for K H 2A s0 4) th e y change into cry stal 'h y b rid s ', in w hich su bcrystalline u n its o f lower sy m m etry p ack so as to preserve th e c axis an d either th e (100) or (010) planes of th e original te tra g o n a l stru c tu re , an d to m ain tain electrical n e u tra lity on th e average. W hen a 'h y b rid ' cry sta l is w arm ed above th e Curie point, th e su bcrystalline u n its m erge a fte r a v a ry in g lapse of tim e in to th e original tetrag o n al lattice. T his change from single c ry stal to h y b rid an d back can be re p e a te d a t will by cooling an d h eating. The stru c tu re of these cry sta l h y b rid s has been in v estig ated b y b o th B ragg a n d L aue m ethods.
On th e basis of th e new ex p erim en tal evidence a n d o f previous w ork, a n e x p lan a tio n is offered for phase tran sitio n s 'of th e second k in d ', p referab ly term ed 'c o n tin u o u s', in term s of cry stal stru ctu re . I t is know n th a t 'd isco n tin u o u s' phase changes a t a tra n sitio n 'p o in t' involve a rearran g em en t of molecules w ith in th e single cry stal of one stru c tu re , to give a pow der of crystals w ith a different stru c tu re . B u t if th e new cry stals can p ack as su b crystalline u n its into th e original c ry stal lattice, as is possible w hen th e difference in stru c tu re is sm all and n o t too m uch stra in is involved, th e phase change will occur continuously over a range of tem p era tu re s in stead o f discontinuously a t a tra n sitio n poin t.
The X -ray studies described give new info rm atio n a b o u t th e th erm o d y n am ics of crystals, an d prom ise to th ro w light on certain problem s of im perfect crystals. Possible biological analogues of hy b rid cry stals are briefly referred to.
I n t r o d u c t i o n
It has been previously established that comparatively small changes in bond lengths, such as result on replacing H by D, are sufficient to upset the crystallization of K H 2P 0 4 in the tetragonal form (Ubbelohde 19396) . Interest in thermal effects in K H 2P 0 4 was heightened by recent X-ray observations on Rochelle salt (Ubbe lohde & Woodward 1946), which established th at below the upper Curie point single crystals changed into 'hybrids' composed of subcrystalline monoclinic units oriented so as to preserve the a axis of the original crystal as common symmetry axis. Since dielectric anomalies similar to the Rochelle salt effect had recently been reported in K H 2P 0 4 and K H 2A s04 (Busch 1938) , it was natural to look for a corre sponding formation of hybrid crystals, using our X-ray methods.
A rapid survey using drips of liquid oxygen or liquid nitrogen on to crystals of these salts gave evidence of hybrid crystal formation a t low temperatures in a manner similar to Rochelle salt but even more beautifully defined (Ubbelohde & Woodward 1945) . More detailed experiments were therefore carried out:
(1) To devise a simple, low-temperature micro-thermostat for single-crystal work, in extension of the temperature ranges covered by the single-crystal thermo stats previously described (Ubbelohde & Woodward 1943 .
(2) To measure the thermal expansion and also the hybrid crystal formation accompanying the thermal changes at the Curie points, by X-ray methods.
(3) To obtain information about the nature of subcrystalline units in hybrid crystals, and about their merging into a single crystal above the transition point. E x p e r i m e n t a l m e t h o d s (a) Construction of a low-temperature micro-thermostat for single-crystal work. As was shown in work with single crystals a t high temperatures (Ubbelohde & Woodward 1943) , it is comparatively easy to maintain a metal chamber practically as an enclosure at uniform temperature, provided th at the chamber is not much larger than the crystal it surrounds and has walls of high thermal conductivity. The importance of keeping the chamber small is that this minimizes heat exchange between it and the X-ray camera, and also facilitates rapid changes of temperature when these are required.
Figure 1 c illustrates the thermostat. A copper cup (1) is supported on a cork table by means of small wooden feet (not shown). This cup holds about 200 c.c. of liquid oxygen or other cooling medium, and is joined to a copper rod (4) which terminates in a short copper sleeve. The micro-thermostat itself consists of a copper rod drilled out at the bottom to form the constant-temperature chamber, and is a good push fit into this sleeve so th at adjustments can be readily made to the position of the micro-thermostat in the sleeve. The object of this adjustment is to change the rate of heat transfer from the micro-thermostat to the cooling medium by changing the length of copper annulus along which this heat is conducted.
Details of the micro-thermostat are shown enlarged at the sides of figure 1 The constant-temperature chamber has an internal diameter of 0-4 cm. and a volume of about 0-18 c.c., and is drilled out of rod 0-8 cm. diameter. A window (7 in figure lc), 0-2 cm. high and 120° angular aperture, allows the entrance of the primary beam and exit of reflected beams with Bragg angles from 90° down to about 60°. The unreflected part of the primary beam passes on through a circular hole, 0-2 cm. in diameter, opposite the main window of the chamber.
In the present design of micro-thermostat these windows were covered with cello phane, since the smaller radiation exchange compared with the high-temperature thermostat (Ubbelohde & Woodward 1943) made beryllium windows unnecessary; a t very low temperatures beryllium windows would probably be desirable to improve black-body conditions within the chamber.
The lower portion of the chamber is wound with ' bright-ray ' wire (about 5D total resistance), insulated from the copper chamber by means of very thin mica and lagged with silicate/asbestos cement. , c e llo p h a n e sle e v e w ith g la ss s tiffe n in g ; 6, c h a m b e r sh o w in g c r y s ta l in p o s itio n ; 7, c e llo p h a n e w in d o w s ; 8, le a d s fo r h e a tin g coil a n d th e r m o c o u p le ; 9, c e llo p h a n e 'w e ll' (m o u n te d o n c r y s ta l g o n io s ta t) ; 10, m a in th e r m o c o u p le g iv in g te m p e r a tu r e o f c h a m b e r w a lls. F ig u r e s 1 a a n d b g iv e h o riz o n ta l a n d v e r tic a l s e c tio n s o f th e m ic r o -th e r m o s ta t, m a g n ifie d fo u r tim e s .
A steady temperature is reached in the chamber when the flow of heat from the micro-thermostat to the copper sleeve, and the cooling medium, is balanced by the heat dissipated in the nichrome wire when a steady current is passed. Radiation exchange makes only a small contribution to the heat balance. Insulation of the chamber from the outer air is obtained by means of a flow of cold dry gas down the outer walls. To supply this, a Dewar vessel (2) is inverted and fitted on to the cork table. As the cooling medium evaporates, the cold gas produced, which is roughly at the temperature of the cup and very dry, flows down a thin cellophane sleeve (5) which surrounds the copper rod and chamber. This sleeve is stiffened in its upper part, where this does not interfere with the X-rays, by means of a glass tube fitted into the cork. After issuing from the cellophane sleeve, the cold dry gas falls into a 'well' of cellophane stiffened with paper (9), and mounted round the crystal. From this well the cold gas overflows into the main camera.
By virtue of these counter-currents the most economical use is made of the cooling medium, and no frosting of the cellophane windows occurs, since the relative humi dity of the gases in the neighbourhood is kept very low. A loose cloth cover checks entry of laboratory air into the main X-ray camera, which does not get cooled by more than about 5° C below room temperature, owing to the small quantity of heat exchanged by the micro-thermostat with its surroundings. For work near the boilingpoint of the cooling medium, the micro-thermostat is pushed right home into the copper sleeve, and for work around 120°K it is pulled out by a few millimetres to increase the resistance to heat flow.
(b) Assessment of temperature control in the micro-thermostat. Temperature measure ments of the walls of the chamber were made continuously, using a copper-constantan thermocouple calibrated at various fixed points. To eliminate leads corrections, 36-gauge wire was used, and the leads were wrapped half a turn round the walls of the chamber before taking them away, as shown in figure la (10).
A small auxiliary couple was used to investigate any temperature difference between the copper walls and the air space in the chamber. Corrections due to con duction of heat along the leads were avoided in a similar way as for the main couple, by pushing one or two loops of the lead wires well up into the air chamber, and then bringing the junction down to the position later occupied by the crystal. It was found th at over the temperature range 95-130° K, the maximum gradient horizon tally or vertically within the air chamber did not exceed 1° K/mm. When the heating current was altered so as to change the temperature, a new steady state was reached within 1 min. for changes of the order of 10 or 15° K. With no heating current, and the thermostat pushed home into the copper sleeve, the temperature was practically th at of the cooling medium, and rose about 25° K for a dissipation of 15 W in the heating coil.
Temperatures below 85° K were not used for the experiments described below, but might readily be attained, e.g. by evaporating the cooling medium under reduced pressure.
In addition to using the thermostat when measurements were wanted over a range of temperatures, numerous observations were carried out at the boilingpoints of oxygen and nitrogen.
(c) Crystals were prepared from aqueous solutions of A.R. salts saturated at about 60° C and allowed to cool slowly down to room temperature over a period of Structure and thermal properties associated with hydrogen bonds 361 about 12 hr. I t seemed likely th a t changes in this procedure would affect the hysteresis (see below) in the thermal transformations, so th at conditions were kept as nearly constant as possible for the present investigation.
For studying the (hkO) reflexions, clear needles were used approximately 0-3 mm. thick. For (OH) reflexions, pieces were cleaved from the ends of rather larger crystals. Some observations were also made on the zone. The crystals were mounted a t the ends of thin glass fibres by means of nitrocellulose dissolved in acetone + amyl acetate, and were enclosed in thin cellophane tubes when subjected to drips of liquid oxygen or nitrogen. In view of the transformations described below, it was note worthy th a t such crystals retained their brightness of faces and sharpness of Webski reflexions, even after many cycles of cooling and heating.
(d) X-ray methods. A multiple-exposure camera (Ubbelohde 1939a) was used for most of the Bragg and Laue photographs, and a few exposures of the hybrid crystals were also taken on a moving-film spectrometer (Robertson 1934) . Unfiltered Cu Ka, radiation was used for most of the Bragg photographs, and unfiltered Mo radiation to test a special point (see below). Laue reflexions were obtained down to wave-lengths of about A = 0-4 A, using a copper anticathode; the collimator holder used allowed both equatorial reflexions and those for which the reflected ray was inclined a t angles up to about 30° to be recorded on the film (cf. Ubbelohde 1939a and figure 4, plate 12). E x p e r i m e n t a l r e s u l t s As stated above, it was observed for K H 2P 0 4 th at a t low temperatures certain reflexions were split; a similar effect of about the same magnitude was confirmed in the case of KHgAsO^ but detailed investigations on this crystal were not pursued for the purpose of the present investigation. In this connexion, reference may also be made to effects recorded by Swiss workers, which must be due to hybrid crystal formation (Bantle 1942; Quervain & Zwicker 1943; Quervain 1944) .
The change in crystal structure giving rise to this split was found to be reversible, in the sense th at on raising the temperature again single reflexions were observed once more, either immediately or after a. variable lapse of time. In view of this thermal transformation in the crystals, it is convenient to consider the thermal contraction down to just above the transition point (about 123° K) separately from the changes occurring during the thermal transition and a t still lower temperatures. Lattice spacings were derived using a number of reflexions from (MO) planes, calibrated as previously described (Ubbelohde 1939a). Values were plotted against cos2 0 to give a nearly linear extrapolation to 90°. On the basis of Ag = 4-0775 A a t 20° C, calculated axial lengths are
For the c axis, only two planes (048 with = 78° and 093 with 6 -81°) could conveniently be used to give accurate values a -b -7*434 A, c = 6*945 A.
All three axial lengths for tetragonal K H 2P 0 4 agree within experimental error with the less precise data previously published (West 1930).
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T a b l e 1 . T h e r m a l e x p a n s i o n s o f t e t r a g o n a l K H 2P 0 4 a b o v e t h e C u r i e p o i n t te m p , ra n g e c r y s ta l c o n tr a c tio n x 103°K p la n e A re m a rk s 293/123 028 5-73 m e a n o f 14 in d e p e n d e n t o b s e rv a tio n s 048 5*46 m e a n o f 14 in d e p e n d e n t o b s e rv a tio n s 084 4 0 5 m e a n o f 11 in d e p e n d e n t o b s e rv a tio n s 480 3*75 m e a n o f 14 in d e p e n d e n t o b s e rv a tio n s M e a n th e r m a l e x p a n s io n s c a lc u la te d fro m th e a b o v e d a t a a r e :
A a = Ab = (2-73 ± 0-05) x 10_2A , a n = a 22 = 2-16 x 10~5 p e r ° Ac = (4 03 ± 0 05) x lO -2 A , a 33 = 3-43 x 10~5 p e r °K .
Effect of temperature on intensities of reflexions. As described for Rochelle salt (Ubbelohde & Woodward 1946), estimates of the ratio of intensities at two different temperatures can be readily made, by means df the multiple exposures on the same film. Such intensity ratios can only be interpreted in terms of atomic vibrations within the crystal, provided the degree of perfection of the crystal and consequently the extinction is not seriously altered as a result of successive cycles of change from single to hybrid crystal and back again.
Visual estimates of intensity ratios for the (0 reflexions showed that mean values referred to room temperature, and a temperature either just above or just below the Curie point, agreed within 8 % for the 028 and 048 planes, i.e. that any effect of change of extinction on passing through the Curie point was not more than a subsidiary factor for reflexions in this zone. If the intensity ratio was ascribed entirely to the change in the temperature, then, assuming the standard DebyeWaller expression (cf. Ubbelohde & Woodward 1946) , the characteristic tem perature for vibrations parallel to the c axis was about 244 ± 6° K, from the results of two independent observers. This would give a root-mean-square amplitude of vibration of about 0*097 ± 0*002 A at 123° K and 0*143 ± 0*003 A at 293° K, parallel to the c axis.
On the other hand, reflexions in the ( zone gave widely varying intensity ratios in different experiments, values differing by as much as 300 % in different comparisons between room temperature and temperatures just above or just below the transition point. This indicates that the degree of perfection or mechanical strain in K H 2P 0 4 can vary notably in different directions in the crystal; further work is in hand on this point, in view of its interesting bearing on the mechanical behaviour of crystals.
(6) Thermal changes in the neighbourhood of the Curie point for K H 2P 0 4 lattice spacings When crystals of tetragonal K H 2P 0 4 were suddenly chilled from 293° K, by dripping liquid oxygen (90° K) or liquid nitrogen (77° K) on to them, certain reflexions split. As shown by detailed studies summarized below, this was due to a transforma tion of the single crystal into a hybrid made up of subcrystalline units whose lattice dimensions differ only to a small extent from those of the tetragonal crystal lattice. Under these conditions of sudden cooling, the change in lattice dimensions appeared to be quite reproducible and was practically the same a t 90° K as at 77° K. From fifty-seven independent observations on eight different planes in the (hkO) zone it was found th at Although these changes are not, strictly speaking, thermal expansions of any one crystal lattice, the structure of the sub-units in the hybrid resembles the original tetragonal structure so closely th at the above contractions bear a fairly direct relation to either structure.
Attempts were also made to measure the true thermal expansion of the sub-units in the hybrids by using the micro-thermostat over the range 128 to 95° K. However, it proved difficult to obtain consistent numerical values in this region. As in the case of Rochelle salt (Ubbelohde & Woodward 1946), hysteresis was observed just below the Curie point, and the behaviour of the hybrid crystal was governed by factors in its previous history, such as the time during which it was maintained in the immediate neighbourhood of the transition point before cooling further (see below). Observations of interest included:
(i) The angle between the axes of the subcrystalline hybrids, as measured by the separation of components in a split reflexion, in the suddenly chilled crystal, was 90° 26*85' + 0*17 at 90° K (see below). I t decreased as the crystal was warmed to within 3 or 4° of the transition point, as was shown by the split reflexions coming somewhat closer together. At slightly higher temperatures very rapid coalescence occurred to a single fuzzy reflexion. The maximum decrease in angle between a and b axis of the sub-units which could be clearly measured before this coalescence occurred was from 90° 27' to about 90° 13 Although the split reflexions were quite sharp at 77 and 90° K, they frequently exhibited diffuse wings even before they coalesced in the neighbourhood of the transition point, showing th at the sub-units present might be in a state of very considerable strain.
(ii) Changes of length observed on continuous cooling of a crystal are recorded in table 2.
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T a b l e 2 . C h a n g e s i n a x i a l l e n g t h s o f K H 2P 0 4 o n with the X-ray results so far obtained for the a or 6 axis of the crystal lattice cooled fairly rapidly (shown as points in figure 2 ; a common zero has been assumed a t 293° K in comparing the data). This conclusion may need revision when more data are available concerning the effect of rate of cooling on the supercooled state (see below). No measurable change in length of the c axis could be detected accompanying the thermal transition from 123 to 118°K. Below this temperature the contraction was less rapid than would be extrapolated from data above the transition point. Some care was taken to test whether the c axis of subcrystalline units was at all deflected in a random way from the original tetragonal c axis. A faint ghost reflexion observed near the strong 048 might indicate a tilt of not more than 4', or an expansion of the c axis by not more than 0*15 %, in certain parts of the crystal, but this indica tion should not be regarded as substantiated till further evidence is available.
COOLING THROUGH TH E TRA N SITION PO IN T t e m p e r a t u r e °K
(c) Nature of the hybrid crystals (i) Lattice dimensions of the sub-units. Measurements were made on crystals chilled to 90° K, using rotation and oscillation photographs for (hlcQ) and (0 zones, and for some ( h k h) reflexions. Splitting of the reflexions from the tetragonal cry was observed whenever h4 = 0 and was largest when h = k. No difference was observed between reflexions of the types (hkl)and (hkl) . Moving-film rotation photographs confirmed the above distributio which was established by oscillation photographs.
The separation A of the split components was measured on eight independent reflexions, with Bragg angles ranging from 48 to 79°, and values of (A/d) [(h2 + k2) /2 calculated from these measurements showed no systematic variation with lattice spacing d. Furthermore, no splitting was observed in reflexions for which = 0 or k = 0. I t was deduced th a t the a and b axes of the original tetragonal cell remain equal in length in the sub-units, but th at the angle between these axes differs slightly from 90° in the sub-units.
From forty-nine observations on seven different planes, this angle was calculated to be 90° 26-85' + 0-17' at 90° K. At 77° K rather fewer observations gave 90° 27-2'.
As explained above, there was no clear evidence of split (0 reflexions; the c axis of the sub-units remains normal to the plane containing the a and b axes, at least within ± 2'.
To test whether sub-units packed with a different degree of strain in the interior of the crystal from their packing in the surface, some observations were made with Mo Koc radiation. Calculations showed th at this is nine times less absorbed than C uK a radiation, and th at a crystal 0-3 mm. thick would absorb less than half the incident Mo K c tr adiation. Suitable back reflexions were not available with this wave-length to permit very accurate measurements, but by 'bracketing' the split of the 1060 reflexion between those of 840 and 8100, and comparing it with the separation of the a xa 2 reflexions on the multiple exposure film, the angle calculated was 90° 27*3'± 1*4' a t 90° K, which verified th a t sub-units in the interior of the crystal were substantially in the same state as those in the surface.
(ii) Mutual arrangement and size of sub-units in a split crystal. In Bragg photo graphs, both components of a split reflexion for h or 4= 0 were observed in all cases, with approximately equal intensities, when the crystals were oscillated through 15°M
ore detailed information about the mutual arrangement and size of the crystallites was obtained from Laue exposures. In some of these the needle-shaped crystal, mounted with the c axis vertical, was only about 0*25 mm. broad and the cross-section of the X-ray beam was 0*7 mm. broad and 1 mm. high. Very good definition was obtained, even with components only 0-4 mm. apart on the film.
In these Laue photographs, reflexions from crystals a t 90° K were in general found to be split into four components (figure 4, plate 12) corresponding with two pairs of distinct orientations of sub-units, all having the c axis parallel to the original c axis of the single crystal. The separation between the pairs of components varied syste matically with h/k. As hjk tended to unity, the outer pair of components approached the inner pair, and when h = k they coalesced, leaving only two dis As h/k tended to zero or infinity, the inner pair of components approached, and coalesced when h/k = 0 or oo, leaving only three distinct reflexions. Quantitatively, the separations in a pair of components agreed with the expres sions 2y[l +h2/k2] for one pair, and 2y[l + k2/h2] for the other, where 7 = 26-85' = 1-095 mm.
on the film. From visual observations, the intensities of the two outer reflexions and the two inner reflexions were found to be respectively equal to one another, but the intensity of one pair might differ from the other by a factor of as much as ten. F ur ther, one pair might be displaced relative to the centre of the other, in a horizontal or vertical direction, or both. (In one film a displacement of 0-15 mm. was noted.) From the components observed in split reflexions, it was concluded th at when the tetragonal crystal changes to a hybrid, the subcrystalline units of lower symmetry assume only a limited number of directions with respect to the original framework, and spring from it so as to retain either the a or the b axis in common with the original tetragonal framework, and the c axis parallel to that of the original single crystal. The four possible arrangements on this scheme are illustrated in figure 3 . Pairs of sub-units numbered 1 and 2, or 3 and 4, have the polarity of their c axes pointing in opposite directions.
In such a crystal, the plane (hkO) has in general a different orientation in each of the four crystallites, and so gives rise to a Laue reflexion split into four components; as the orientations of the (100) coincide in 3 and 4, and those of the (010) in 1 and 2, there are for these planes three orientations only and so three components; while for the (110) the orientations coincide for 1 and 3, and also for 2 and 4, giving two components of the split Laue reflexion.
From the observed intensities, each member of a pair occurs with about the same probability within the area of crystal illuminated by the X-ray beam, i.e. 2-5 x 10-3 sq.cm. Such statistical smoothing would hardly occur unless there were say a t least one hundred sub-units within the cross-section of the beam, so th at an upper limit for the size of the units which give rise to a pair of reflexions, if the arrangement is random, would be about 5 x 10_3cm. edge. Each kind of pair appears to tend to aggregate with neighbours of the same kind, to explain the differences of intensities between pairs. (iii) Rate of transformation from a single crystal to a hybrid and back. A comp study of the transformations within the solid state, which can now be made by the means described above, would be a large undertaking. The 480 reflexion was the strongest with Bragg angle sufficiently large (68°) to give a clear splitting of the components from the hybrid, and the following briefly illustrates the kind of observations made up to the present in a series of oscillation photographs made between 128° and 100° K. Starting with the crystal hybrid formed by chilling K H 2P 0 4 down to about 100° K, the components of the split reflexion were observed to come nearer to one another as the crystal was warmed to within 3 or 4° below the transition point. At slightly higher temperatures they coalesced very rapidly, leaving a fuzzy single reflexion. In terms of the angle between the a and b axes of the sub-units, this decreased gradually from about 90° 27' to 90° 13', and then rapidly to very approximately 90° apart from local strains.
Starting with the crystal just above the transition temperature, if the crystal was maintained near the transition temperature for some time, then on cooling to 100° K the separation was appreciably below the normal value observed on rapid chilling, and in a few cases the reflexion appeared to remain single, occupying approximately the mean of the positions in which the split components might be expected. In this region of temperatures the detailed structure of the hybrid appears to be subject to hysteresis.
On warming the hybrid crystal back to room temperature, sharp single reflexions were obtained after a short lapse of time. The detailed measurement on the rate of reversion from hybrid to single crystal at intermediate temperatures above the transition point is still under investigation.
D i s c u s s i o n
At the present stage of this investigation it will be sufficient to draw attention to the way in which the results link up with other investigations on the solid state.
(i) Terminology of hybrid crystals. The only reason foj; the new name 'hybrid' crystals is th a t none of the standard nomenclatures completely fits the case.
According to standard space-group theory, single crystals of K H 2P 0 4 (and K H 2As0 4) which are stable at room temperature are tetragonal sphenoidal, with space group D^-R^a ) .
Strictly speaking, this space group applies only to ideal crystals. More or less random mosaicity introduces a slight indeterminacy or blurring in the exactness with which the symmetry operations can be applied to the crystal as a whole, and such mosaicity may be favoured for thermodynamic reasons (Oldham & Ubbelohde 1940) . I t seems likely th at the individual sub-units of a hybrid crystal can also be described by standard space-group theory. Compared with the original tetragonal lattice of K H 2P 0 4, the dyad and dyad screw axes parallel to the a and b axes disappear, and the fourfold alternating axis parallel to the c axis becomes a dyad axis. Symmetry elements retained are dyad and dyad screw axes parallel to the c axis, and glide planes parallel to the diagonals of the cell. Choosing these diagonals as the new a and b axes, and doubling the size of the unit cell, the symmetry elements are those of the orthorhombic hemihedral space group Such geometrical space-group descriptions do not, however, completely describe the physical reality of the hybrid crystal. In the first place, the individual sub-units have a definite geometrical and statistical relationship to each other and to the original framework. The close association between pairs of units of opposite polarity has certain analogies with twinning, though the thermal origin of the change introduces a new factor in the formation of this state. Secondly, in the immediate neighbourhood of the transition point, adjoining regions of the crystal must be in a state of strain, as shown by the diffuseness of the Bragg reflexions, and by the different orientations of sub-units shown by certain Laue photographs. In this condition the sub-units deviate appreciably from the geometrical relationships of the standard space group.
Extending these considerations to other crystals, it may prove necessary to replace geometrical ideas of space-group operations with exact identities by physical ideas in which any operation gives identity within a certain indeterminacy. In fact, the problem to be solved experimentally is what degree of indeterminacy actually applies to any given space-group operation, when referred to a real crystal. Sub-units in a hybrid with differences smaller than those described above might escape experimental detection, and yet be significant in determining the equilibrium of the lattice.
(ii) Phase rule interpretation of continuous thermal transitions. According to the classical derivation of the phase rule, a transition point in a one component system involves the co-existence of three independent phases, with the same thermo dynamic potential of the component in three independent equations of state. For equilibria involving two solids and one vapour phase, the requirement th at the phases shall be 'independent' can be given a definite meaning in terms of crystal structure. For example, if we start with a single crystal of /2-resorcinol, and cool it below the transition point with a-resorcinol, the crystal may appear to preserve its externa] form, but X-ray photographs show th a t actually it breaks up into a mass of smaller crystals of the new variety. In so far as these are independent of the original crystal lattice, they give powder rings corresponding with the new crystal lattice, i.e. they are distributed at random with respect to the original lattice (Robertson & Ubbelohde 1938) . Accompanying this rearrangement of the molecules to form a new crystal structure independent of the original arrangement, there are finite changes of volume and heat content a t the transition point between the two crystal forms. Such transitions have sometimes been termed 'of the first k in d '. We propose to term them 'discontinuous'. I t has been pointed out earlier (Ubbelohde 1937 a, 6) th at if an additional para meter such as an internal strain, or state of order, is required to describe the thermo dynamic potential of say one of the solid phases, an additional degree of freedom is introduced. Equilibrium may be established with reference to micro-fluctuations in the system, but there is hysteresis owing to the low probability of ' co-operative ' or macro-fluctuations.
Experimental examples of thermodynamic transitions termed 'of the second kind', which we propose to term 'continuous', are fairly numerous (Ubbelohde 1940 (Ubbelohde , 1941 . In these, finite changes of volume and heat content a t a transition point are replaced by 'anomalous m axim a' on the expansion and specific heat curves, suggesting th at the change is spread out over a range of temperatures. Although some of these phenomena have been analysed by statistical mechanics, it has not hitherto been clear how such continuous transitions affect crystal structure.
The formation of hybrid crystals in the transformations now described for Rochelle salt and K H 2P 0 4 make it clear th at a break-up of the single crystal actually does occur over the transition range of temperatures. But apparently the change in structure involved is sufficiently small to be accommodated within the original lattice by the formation of a hybrid in which the units are oriented in definite relationships to the original crystal. When this can happen, the mutual strains imposed on the sub-units and the condition for their packing mean th a t we no longer have two independent equations of state for the two crystal lattices, and the thermodynamic change becomes continuous and subject to hysteresis.
Other examples of continuous thermodynamic transitions can probably be explained in the same way. Examples in which the experimental evidence is fairly clear include (a) the pre-melting of long-chain hydrocarbons, where there is close similarity between the solid and liquid phases, and the transition range covers several degrees (Ubbelohde 1938); (6) a phenomenon similar to the formation of hybrid crystals which has recently been demonstrated in the transition in amUbbelohde and Woodward Proc. Roy. Soc. A, volume 188, plate 12 F ig u r e 4. L a u e p h o to g r a p h o f a K H 2P G 4 c ry s ta l u n d e r d iffe re n t c o n d itio n s , (a) C o m p a riso n o f L a u e reflex io n s w ith sa m e o rie n ta tio n o f c ry s ta l belo w (u p p e r p h o to g ra p h ) a n d a b o v e (low er p h o to g r a p h ) tr a n s itio n p o in t, (b) L a u e re flex io n s b elow tr a n s itio n p o in t w ith d iffe re n t o rie n ta tio n s o f c ry s ta l, sh o w in g c o m p o n e n ts w ith d iffe re n t in te n sitie s.
(Facing p. 370) monium chloride a t low temperatures (Dinichert 1942 (Dinichert , 1944 Exterm ann & Weigle 1942) ; (c) a similar phenomenon has now been observed in a thermal transition in strontium-barium titanate (Megaw 1946) . I t should be pointed out th a t although the distinction between a single crystal and a hybrid is a fundamental one in the thermodynamic sense, it requires comparatively refined X-ray methods to establish the existence of hybrid crystals. I t is conceivable that, for example, large organic crystals such as proteins are hybrid, and this would have an important bearing on the interpretation of the functions of these molecules in relation to their crystal structure.
Discussion of the thermal expansion in relation to the structure of K H 2P 0 4 is deferred to a subsequent paper.
Thanks are due to the Managers of the Davy Faraday Laboratory of the Royal Institution for providing facilities for this work.
The Swiss papers subsequent to 1939 have only very recently come to our notice, and we would like to thank Professor Weigle of Geneva for informing us about this work, which links up with th a t described above, but which owing to war conditions was not available when our experiments were carried out.
